
Japanese Scrolls I

1. ACUPUNCTURE & MOXIBUSTION  SCROLL.  A finely drawn & painted acupuncture and moxibus-
tion scroll on four joined sheets of paper (365 x 2780 mm.), recently & expertly backed with modern paper, silk 
endpapers & borders.  Japan: written at end “1651.”

$15,000.00

 This attractive scroll begins with three large figures of the human body — front, rear, and side views — with 
locations of acupuncture points (red dots) and moxibustion locations (black dots).  Each of the acupuncture pres-
sure points are labeled in manuscript with their names.  The moxibustion points are also labelled but with notes 
giving their locations.  The three images are delicately painted with flesh colors and black hair.  The anterior view 
depicts the 21 bones of the spine.  Many of these are numbered with references to specific organs.
 These illustrations are derived from the Ling-shu [the “Vital Axis”], a rare collection of dissertations on mox-
ibustion and acupuncture, written in about the second century BCE, which “formed [along with the Su Wen] 
the theoretical basis of classical Chinese medicine…the Ling-shu…discusses mainly therapy — mostly centered 
on medicinal prescriptions, but also including physical therapies such as bonesetting and breathing exercises, and 
stimulation treatments such as acupuncture, moxibustion and massage.”–Sugimoto & Swain, Science & Culture 
in Traditional Japan, p. 85. This is followed by a view of the five organs and six intestines, all color coded (lung is 
white, heart is red, liver is green, spleen is yellow, and kidney is black).
 The next image is most unusual: in a tabular array, we see the bones of the spine, their connections to the five 
organs, the four directions (West, South, East, and North), five bagua (trigram) symbols used in Taoist cosmology 
(dui, li, zhen, kun, and kan) with correspondences in traditional Chinese medicine (including direction, organs, 
solar terms, color, elements, taste, emotional state or humor, stage, etc.).
 The next images are of the hand and foot, with notes on which organs and intestines are connected to each 
finger and toe. The subsequent image, in red ink, is hard to decipher.  It seems to be related to the circulation be-
tween hand and foot.
 At the end, there is an contemporary annotation stating that the notes were given by a certain “Yoshihiro”  (we 
cannot decipher his last name).   Next to this is a note stating that this scroll was written by “Kichiuemon Wata-
nabe” with the year “Keian 4“ (February 1651) and given to “Seibei Kimura.”
 One or two wormholes, but in fine and fresh condition with the colors rich and strong.
 § See Lu & Needham, Celestial Lancets.  Wang Shumin & Gabriel Fuentes, “Chinese Medical Illustration: 
Chronologies and Categories” in Imagining Chinese Medicine (eds. Vivienne Lo & Penelope Barrett), 2018, pp. 
29-50.



Landscapes Surrounding Kyoto

2. KYOTO LANDSCAPES.  Two finely illustrated scrolls, with title label on both scrolls “Karaku ka-
kyo ichibo zu” (“Kyoto, the Capital City of Flowers: A Panorama”), measuring 314 x 5775 mm. & 314 
x 5765 mm.  Ink & color on paper, brocade endpapers.  Japan: mid-Edo.

$7500.00

 Two very handsomely illustrated scrolls, richly heightened in color and gold, of landscape scenes just 
outside the capital city of Kyoto in the four seasons of the year.  The first section of the first scroll depicts 
temples and shrines from the Fushimi area, just south of Kyoto.  The most important scenes include 
Inari jinja, Zuikoji, Sekihoji, Daigoji, Sanboin, Ogura hasu ike, Kasagiyama Mountain, Kizukawa 
River, Jonan jinja, Hatsukashi no mori Forest, Anrakujuin, Seiganji, Rokkakudo, Toji, and the Yodo 
River (with a poem).
 The second section of the first scroll has scenes of the Uji area including Byodoin, Obaku san, and 
Hyakujo ishi.
 The second scroll depicts Shimogamo omiya jinja, Shokokuji, Kamigoryo jinja, Imamiya jinja, Wake 
ikazuchi miya, Daitokuji, and other scenes from the Ohara area, the northeast side of Kyoto, including 
the pond Migiwa no ike (with poem), Kuramayama Mountain, Kifune sha, Yashio no oka, Bodai taki 
waterfall, Kamiyagawa River, Tokiwa no sato village, Kagami ishi, Ebumi no yashiro, Takano gawa River, 
Yase sekurabe ishi, Himro no sato village, Oomiya no mori Forest, Kamogawa River (which runs right 
through Kyoto), Sekimon stone gate, Osawaike Pond, and other sights.
 These scrolls amount to an encyclopedic visualization of the famous natural scenic spots and 
important monuments including temples and shrines which served as settings for seasonal festivals and 
other entertainments around Kyoto through the four seasons of the year.  The views are painted in vivid 
and fresh colors and the gold used for drifting clouds and fog in the valleys is unusually rich.  In several 
scenes, cherry and plum trees are in full flower.
 In fine condition.  The backs of each scroll are flecked with silver.



3. NAGASAKI TRADE WITH CHINESE.  Finely illustrated scroll on paper concerning “Nagasaki 
karafune zukan” [“Picture scroll of Chinese ship and settlement in Nagasaki”].  Scroll measuring 385 x 
3360 mm.  Japan: late Edo.

$4500.00

 Until the late 17th century, the Chinese had been permitted to move in Japan quite freely for trading 
purposes.  But in 1689, due to the rise of smuggling activities, the Chinese were restricted, like the Dutch, 
to a compound on the eastern tip of Nagasaki — called the “Tojin yashiki” (“Chinamen’s mansions”) — 
surrounded by a moat and walls with gates which could be locked from the outside.  Inside were housed 
on average 2000 Chinese merchants and sailors, along with interpreters, inspectors, and staff.
 This scroll depicts two large Chinese ships just off Nagasaki surrounded by a number of small-
er transport and supply ships.  It is clear that these smaller ships are Japanese based on the clothes the 
crewmen are wearing.  The numerous Japanese government officials are dressed in black robes; they are 
inspecting the arriving goods (sugar, raw silk, and finished fabrics) along with antiques.  The final section 
of the scroll depicts a portion of Tojin yashiki.  We see the arriving transport ships, warehouses, govern-
ment workers inspecting the arriving goods, laborers carrying goods, etc.
 This scroll — based on a scroll at the City Museum of Kobe entitled “Nagasaki tokan koeki zukan” 
— is unfinished in several ways: it has not been fully colored and it is clearly incomplete at the end.  Nev-
ertheless, this is a marvelous record of the early trading days in Japan with the outside world.
 Minor worming carefully repaired, otherwise in fine condition.


